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Tongue-in-Cheek Sexy Back Offers Real Back Relief 
 

Millions of Americans suffer from back pain and try all sorts of remedies to ease their suffering. It is 
unlikely, however, that any of them have turned to sex to ease that aching back. Dr. Michel Rice aims to 
change that.  

In Sexy Back, Rice presents an irreverent, often side-splitting regimen for laying back pain to rest while, 
umm, getting laid. Rest assured, there is no hype here, just a clear explanation of what causes back pain 
and a workable program for relief.  It just happens to involve sex! While the tone is light and the exercises 
have cheerily suggestive names, the science behind them is sound and fully explained, also in a very user-
friendly style. He states, “Sexy Back is a hands-on list of activities for better back health, for pain-free sex 
and for sex to be pain-free.” 

What about those people who don’t currently suffer from back pain? Rice emphasizes that the book is 
also for people without back pain who want to learn the program in order to go out there and heal the 
world (get laid). 

The genius of Rice’s approach is that it’s never dull or dry stuff. This is a user’s guide written by 
someone with hands-on experience and a flair for making his subject not only interesting but fun…and 
funny. He is also quite serious about his claim. 

 “Sex can be the healing medicine for the ninety percent of us who will get low back pain…As chicken 
soup is to the common cold, a roll in the sack is to the sexually suffocated spine. And please note, sex not 
only prevents back pain, it also helps cure back pain,” says Rice.   

 


